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ABSTRACT
Maximal clique enumeration (MCE), a fundamental task in graph analysis, can help identify
dense substructures within a graph, and has found applications in graphs arising in biological
and chemical networks, and more. While MCE is well studied in the sequential case, a single
machine can no longer process large graphs arising in todays applications, and effective ways
are needed for processing these in parallel.
This work introduces PECO (Parallel Enumeration of Cliques using Ordering); a novel
parallel MCE algorithm. Unlike previous works, which require a post-processing step to remove
duplicate and non-maximal cliques, PECO enumerates maximal cliques with no duplicates
while minimizing work redundancy and eliminating the need for an additional post-processing
step. This is achieved by dividing the input graph into smaller overlapping subgraphs, and by
inducing a total ordering among the vertices. Then, as a subgraph is processed, the ordering
is used in tandem with a sequential MCE algorithm to reduce redundant work while only
enumerating a clique if it satisfies a certain condition with respect to the ordering, ensuring that
each maximal clique is output exactly once. It is well recognized that in enumerating maximal
cliques, the sizes of different subproblems can be non-uniform, and load balancing among the
subproblems is a significant issue. Our algorithm uses the above vertex ordering to greatly
improve load balancing when compared with straightforward approaches to parallelization.
PECO has been designed and implemented for the MapReduce framework, but this technique
is applicable to other parallel frameworks as well.
Our experiments on a variety of large real world graphs, using several ordering strategies,
show that PECO can enumerate cliques in large graphs of well over a million vertices and tens
of millions of edges, and that it scales well to at least 64 processors. A comparison of ordering
strategies shows that an ordering based on vertex degree performs the best, improving load
balance and reducing total work when compared to the other strategies.
1CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
Enumerating all maximal cliques in a graph is known as the maximal clique enumeration
(MCE) problem. MCE is a fundamental problem in graph theory with many useful applications.
It is used for clustering and community detection in social and biological networks [34], the
study of the co-expression of genes under stress [36], and used to integrate different types
of genome mapping data [16]. Several works use maximal cliques in the study of proteins,
examining protein interactions, secondary structure, and sequence clustering [4, 13, 21, 32, 43].
In [17] they are used in comparing the chemical structures of two compounds, and in [28] they
are used for mining association rules.
Unfortunately, the number of maximal cliques in a graph can be exponential in the number
of vertices [33] and MCE has been proven to be NP-hard [10]. Although this is true in the
worst case, not all graphs exhibit this behavior and polynomial time sequential algorithms
[2, 3, 6, 10, 11, 12, 18, 20, 29, 39, 40] can be achieved if the number of maximal cliques in the
output is polynomial in the input size.
Large graphs are becoming more common, such as web [26] and social network [24] graphs.
These graphs often contain millions of vertices and edges, and it is important to process them
in parallel to achieve a reasonable turnaround time. In addition, these graphs may not even
fit in the memory of a single machine. This motivates the search for parallel and distributed
enumeration algorithms.
MapReduce [8] is a parallel framework that has recently gained popularity due to its low
cost to setup and maintain, the simple interface provided to the programmer, its built-in fault
tolerance, and the availability of open source implementations such as Hadoop [1]. For these
reasons, we focus on algorithms that fit the MapReduce model of computation.
This work introduces a novel parallel MCE algorithm called PECO (Parallel Enumeration
2of Cliques using Ordering). To enumerate maximal cliques, PECO (1) divides the graph into
overlapping subgraphs, ensuring each maximal clique is contained in at least one of these,
and (2) uses a sequential MCE algorithm to process these subgraphs independently and in
parallel. To reduce redundant work in computing cliques and ensure each maximal clique is
enumerated only once, PECO induces a strict ordering over the vertices of the graph. Work
redundancy is then reduced by using this ordering in conjunction with the sequential algorithm,
while duplicate enumeration is eliminated by only enumerating a clique if it meets a certain
condition of the subgraph and ordering; this ensures the clique is output only once, and the
sequential algorithm ensures the clique is maximal.
This work improves on prior work in the area in two ways. First, it outputs only maximal
cliques without duplicates while also reducing redundant work in computing cliques, and second,
it addresses the issue of load balancing in the distributed environment. Previous works in the
area [27, 42] follow the strategy of enumerating maximal, non-maximal, and duplicate cliques
with a post-processing step needed to remove the non-maximal and duplicate cliques from the
output. This can be a time consuming step, as the final output can be very large, and the
presence of duplicates can make the intermediate output even larger. Parallel MCE also faces
the problem of non-uniform subproblem size, and it is recognized as a difficult problem to predict
the size of these subproblems prior to enumeration [37]. The previous works do not address
this load balancing issue. PECO’s vertex ordering strategy, on the other hand, contributes to a
balanced load by distributing work relatively evenly across subgraphs. Furthermore, a carefully
chosen vertx ordering can reduce the total work performed by the algorithm when compared
to na¨ıve ordering schemes by reducing the subproblem sizes.
To demonstrate these improvements, PECO is run on a variety of large real world graphs
using several ordering strategies. The results of these experiments show that PECO can enu-
merate maximal cliques in large graphs of millions of vertices, and that it scales well to at
least 64 processors. A comparison of ordering strategies show that an ordering based on vertex
degree performs the best, improving load balance and reducing total work when compared to
the other strategies.
3CHAPTER 2. PRELIMINARIES
2.1 Notation
Let G = (V,E) be an undirected graph with n = |V | and m = |E|. For v ∈ V , let Γ(v)
denote the set {u ∈ V : (u, v) ∈ E}, this is also known as the neighborhood of v. Furthermore,
let Gv denote the subgraph of G induced by v∪Γ(v). Let rank define a function whose domain
is V and which assigns an element from a totally ordered universe to each vertex in V . For
u, v ∈ V and u 6= v, either rank(u) > rank(v) or rank(v) > rank(u). A subset C ⊆ V is a
clique in G if for every pair of vertices u,w ∈ C the edge (u,w) ∈ E. A clique C is maximal
in G if no vertex u ∈ V − C can be added to C to form a larger clique. Let µ represent the
total number of maximal cliques in G. In the remainder of this work, any reference to a clique
refers to a maximal clique, unless otherwise specified. The MCE problem is as follows. Given
an undirected graph G, enumerate all maximal cliques in G.
2.2 MapReduce
MapReduce [8] is a framework designed for processing big data sets on clusters consisting
of commodity hardware. It has gained wide popularity in industry due to its overall low cost
to setup and maintain, the simple interface it provides to the programmer, the system’s built
in fault tolerance, and the availability of open source implementations such as Hadoop [1]. For
these reasons we selected MapReduce to provide a parallel solution to the MCE problem.
At the core of MapReduce are the map and reduce functions, described by Equations 2.1
and 2.2. The map function takes as input a key-value pair (k, v) and emits none, one, or possibly
many new key-value pairs (k′, v′). The keys and key-value pairs do not need to be unique. The
reduce function processes a particular key k and all values that are associated with k. It
4Figure 2.1: Overview of the MapReduce data flow.
outputs a final list of key-value pairs.
map(k, v)→ {(k1, v1), (k2, v2), . . . , (km, vm)},m ≥ 0 (2.1)
reduce(k, list(v))→ {(k′1, v′1), . . . , (k′m, v′m)},m ≥ 0 (2.2)
The execution of every MapReduce job consists of a map phase, a shuﬄe phase, and a
reduce phase. An overview of the data flow is depicted in Figure 2.1. When a job is launched,
the input is partitioned into splits by the framework. These splits are then distributed to map
tasks, also known as mappers. A map task is a node in the cluster which executes the map
function on each key-value pair in the assigned input split, storing the intermediate results
locally. Upon completion, each map task sends all values associated with a particular key k to
a reduce task assigned to process that key. The process of moving the key-value pairs from the
map tasks to the assigned reduce tasks is the shuﬄe phase. At the completion of the shuﬄe,
all values associated with a key k are located at a single reduce task. This reduce task then
runs the reduce function for k. Any key-value pairs emitted by the reduce tasks are written
back to the file system as the final output of the job.
The total number of map tasks and reduce tasks is limited by the size of the cluster being
used. However, in general the set of keys will be much larger than the number of map tasks
5(reduce tasks). Therefore, each task will process a set of keys, running the map (reduce)
function once for each key. Even though a task may be responsible for a set of keys, the keys
are still processed independently of each other with no state retained from one key to another.
A significant feature of MapReduce is its built in fault tolerance. A failure at a particular
map or reduce task only impacts the keys at that task, since the keys are not dependent on one
another. When the failure is detected, the keys assigned to that task can be easily reassigned
to an available node in the cluster. This fault tolerance is built on the notion of independent
tasks. As a result, the framework restricts communication between map tasks, as well as
communication between reduce tasks. Therefore, the map function must be able to process
keys-value pairs independently of any other key-value pairs, likewise the reduce function must
be able to process keys independently of any other keys.
2.3 Tomita et al. Sequential MCE Algorithm
PECO uses the Tomita et al. sequential maximal clique enumeration algorithm (TTT)
[39]. The algorithm has a running time of O(3
n
3 ), which is worst case optimal. Although only
guaranteed to be optimal in the worst case, in practice, it is found to be one of the fastest on
typical inputs. A brief overview is given here.
TTT is based on the Bron-Kerbosch depth first search algorithm [2]. Algorithm 1 shows
the Tomita recursive function. The function takes as parameters a graph G and the sets K,
Cand, and Fini. K is a clique (not necessarily maximal), which the function will extend to a
larger clique if possible. Cand is the set {u ∈ V : u ∈ Γ(v), ∀v ∈ K}, or simply u ∈ Cand must
be a neighbor of every v ∈ K. Therefore, any vertex in Cand could be added to K to make a
larger clique. Fini contains all the vertices which were previously in Cand and have already
been used to extend the clique K.
The base case for the recursion occurs when Cand is empty. If Fini is also empty, then K is
a maximal clique. If not, then a vertex from Fini could be added to K to form a larger clique.
However, each vertex in Fini has already been explored, adding it would re-explore a previously
searched path. Therefore, if Fini is non-empty, the function returns without reporting K as
maximal.
6Algorithm 1: Tomita(G,K, Cand, Fini)
Input: G - a graph
K - a non-maximal clique to extend
Cand - the set of vertices that could be used to extend K
Fini - the set of vertices previously used to extend K
1 if (Cand = ∅) & (Fini = ∅) then
2 report K as maximal
3 return
4 end
5 pivot← u ∈ Cand ∪ Fini that maximizes the intersection Cand ∩ Γ(u)
6 Ext← Cand− Γ(pivot)
7 for q ∈ Ext do
8 Kq ← K ∪ {q}
9 Candq ← Cand ∩ Γ(q)
10 Finiq ← Fini ∩ Γ(q)
11 Tomita(G, Kq, Candq, Finiq)
12 Cand← Cand− {q}
13 Fini← Fini ∪ {q}
14 K ← K − {q}
15 end
Otherwise, at each level of the recursion, a u ∈ Cand ∪ Fini with the property that it
maximizes the size of Γ(u)∩ Cand is selected to be the pivot vertex. The set Ext is formed by
removing Γ(pivot) from Cand. Each q ∈ Ext is used to extend the current clique K by adding
q to K and updating the Cand and Fini sets. These updated sets are then used to recusively
call the function. Upon returning, q is removed from Cand and K, and it is added to Fini.
This is repeated for each q ∈ Ext.
Using the vertices from Ext instead of Cand to extend the clique prunes paths from the
search tree that will not lead to new maximal cliques. The vertices in Γ(pivot) can be ignored
at this level of recursion as they will be considered for extension when processing the recursive
call for K ∪ {pivot}. For a formal proof see [39].
One of the key ideas to note here is that no cliques which contain a vertex in Fini will be
enumerated by the function. PECO uses this to avoid duplicate enumeration of cliques across
reduce tasks. This will be discussed in greater detail in future sections.
7CHAPTER 3. REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The sequential MCE problem has been extensively studied, while this is not the case for
parallel MCE. In this chapter, we will give a brief literature review of sequential and parallel
algorithms for MCE, and also comment on other parallel frameworks besides MapReduce.
3.1 Review of Sequential Algorithms for MCE
Moon and Moser [33] show that the maximum number of maximal cliques in an n vertex
graph is 3
n
3 and prove that there exists a graph on n vertices with 3
n
3 maximal cliques. This
shows that a graph may have an exponential number of cliques and therefore in order to
enumerate all cliques an algorithm would need exponential time.
Bron and Kerbosch [2] present a sequential depth first search (DFS) algorithm to enumerate
all maximal cliques of an undirected graph. This is one of the first DFS algorithms presented
in the literature and it is generally used as the basis for all following DFS algorithms. This
algorithm is dependent on the size of the graph, and is experimentally shown to run in O(3.14
n
3 )
on Moon-Moser graphs [33], which have a theoretic limit of Ω(3
n
3 ).
Tsukiyama et al. [40] present an output sensitive algorithm for enumerating all maximal cli-
ques in an undirected graph. Their algorithm has a runtime of O(mnµ) and space requirements
of O(n + m), where µ is the number of maximal cliques. The algorithm enumerates cliques
by initially restricting the graph to a single node to trivially enumerate all maximal cliques in
this subgraph. Progressively, vertices are added one at a time and the possibly non-maximal
cliques enumerated in previous steps are used to enumerate new cliques of larger size. This was
the first work to show that there is an algorithm with output polynomial time computation.
Lawler et al. [10] generalize the result from [40] and comment on applications where all
8maximal cliques can be generated in polynomial time.
Chiba and Nishizeki [6] improve upon the Tsukiyama et al. [40] output sensitive algorithm.
In their algorithm, they add vertices to the graph in the order of smallest degree to largest.
In doing so they can achieve a runtime of O(a(G) ∗mµ), where a(G) is the arboricity of the
graph. The arboricity of a graph is the minimum number of edge-disjoint spanning forests into
which G can be decomposed. The authors note that if the graph is sparse, a running time of
O(a(G) ∗mµ) is much better than the O(mnµ) runtime of [40].
Johnson et al. [20] present an output sensitive algorithm similar to Tsukiyama et al. [40].
The difference is that their algorithm enumerates all maximal cliques in an undirected graph
in lexicographical order. The algorithm also has running time of O(mnµ). However, their
algorithm requires O(nµ + m) space, as they store the generated cliques in a priority queue.
This extra space is the trade off for enumerating the cliques in lexicographical order.
Kose et al. [22] develop an algorithm for enumerating all maximal cliques of an undirected
graph in non-decreasing order of size. They take advantage of the fact that a k-clique is
comprised of two (k−1)-cliques that share (k−2) vertices. To limit the number of comparisons,
they form sublists such that two cliques are in a sublist if cliques have (n−1) identical vertices.
No theoretical analysis of this algorithm is given. Furthermore, this algorithm suffers from
needing to store all (k − 1) cliques in order to generate the k-cliques.
Koch et al. [18] explore several strategies for pivot selection in the BK algorithm [2] and
test several of these experimentally. Their results demonstrate that a carefully, but quickly
chosen pivot vertex can greatly improve running times of the BK algorithm.
Makino and Uno [29] present two output sensitive algorithms for enumerating all maximal
cliques in an undirected graph. Their first algorithm, designed for dense graphs, achieves a
runtime of O(M(n)µ) and uses O(n2) space, where M(n) is the time needed to multiply two
n x n matrices, which can be accomplished in O(n2.376). The second algorithm, designed for
sparser graphs, achieves a runtime of O(µ∆4) and O(n+m) space, where ∆ is the maximum
degree of G. Makino and Uno show experimentally that their algorithm for sparse graphs runs
faster than that of Tsukiyama et al. [40].
Tomita et al. [39] present a depth first search algorithm for MCE in an undirected graph,
9and prove that their algorithm achieves a worst case optimal running time of O(3
n
3 ). They
also experimentally demonstrate that their algorithm performs better than other competitive
output sensitive algorithms in practice.
Cazals and Karande [3] discuss the small differences between the BK [2], Koch [18], and
TTT [39] algorithms for enumerating all maximal cliques in undirected graphs. They conclude
that TTT utilizes an observation made in Koch’s exploration of pivot strategies, and that the
TTT pivot strategy is already present in BK version 2, however its use is delayed until entering
the first depth of recursion in BK.
Modani and Dey [31] present an algorithm for enumerating all maximal cliques of size at
least k in an undirected graph. Using this minimum size k, they prune the input graph by
recursively removing all vertices of degree less than k. Furthermore, they remove edges (u, v)
if u and v do not share (k − 2) neighbors. Finally, they remove vertices v that do not have at
least (k − 1) neighbors u, such that |Γ(v) ∩ Γ(u)| ≥ (k − 2). Modani and Dey then describe
a breadth first search algorithm for enumerating cliques. No theoretical bounds are given and
minimal experimental results are shown.
Cheng et al. [5] develop the first external memory algorithm for enumerating all maximal
cliques in an undirected graph. To do so, they propose the use of the H*-graph to bound
memory usage. The authors give bounds on the size of these H*-graphs and prove they can
be calculated in O(h ∗ log(h) + n) and space O(|GH |), where h is the number of vertices in
the H* graph and GH is the graph induced by these vertices. Experiments are run comparing
this algorithm to [39] on graphs that both fit in memory and that do not fit in memory. They
demonstrate that their algorithm is comparable to TTT on graphs which fit in memory, and it
can process larger graphs where TTT runs out of memory.
Eppstein et al. [11] provide a fixed parameter tractable algorithm for sequentially enumer-
ating all maximal cliques in an undirected graph. Their algorithm is parameterized by the
graph degeneracy, which is defined as the smallest value d such that every nonempty subgraph
of G contains a vertex of degree at most d. The degeneracy ordering of a graph can be easily
generated by repeatedly removing the vertex of lowest degree, adding it to the ordering, and
deleting any incident edges. This ordering is then used to select the first expansion vertex,
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while the TTT [39] pivot strategy is used in the subsequent recursive calls. Bounds similar to
TTT are proven for this algorithm, that is the algorithm has running time O(dn3
d
3 ) for a graph
with degeneracy d. It is also shown that a graph with degeneracy d has at most (n − d)3 d3
maximal cliques, thus their algorithm is within a constant of the worst case output size.
In [12], Eppstein et al. implement and run the algorithm from [11] on a variety of real world
and random graphs, comparing its performance to Tomita et al. [39]. The data presented shows
that the Eppstein et al. algorithm [11] runs faster on sparser graphs and a small constant factor
slower than Tomita et al. on less sparse graphs.
3.2 Review of Parallel Algorithms for MCE
Early works in the area of parallel maximal clique enumeration include Zhang et al. [44]
and Du et al. [9]. Zhang et al. developed one of the first parallel maximal clique enumeration
algorithms. Based on Kose’s algorithm [22], it enumerates k-cliques by combining two cliques
of size k − 1, which share k − 2 vertices.
Du et al. [9] presented Peamc, which enumerates cliques with a bounded per clique enu-
meration time. However, Schmidt et al. [37] note that once Peamc initially distributes work,
it makes no effort to redistribute load to processors that finish their work early and are idle.
Therefore the algorithm suffers from load balancing issues.
This motivated the work of Schmidt et al. [37] to present and implement a parallel MCE
algorithm that makes use of work stealing in order to dynamically distribute the load to pro-
cessors. Their algorithm, designed for use with MPI, shows good scalability and load balancing
with large numbers of processors.
Wu et al. [42] present one of the first maximal clique enumeration algorithms designed for
MapReduce. The map tasks read in an adjacency list and distribute the vertex subgraphs to
the reduce tasks. Each reduce task then independently processes the subgraphs. However, it
is not clear how they avoid enumeration of non-maximal cliques and they do not address the
issue of load balancing.
dMaximalCliques [27] is one of the fastest parallel maximal clique algorithms. Using the
sequential algorithm in [40], dMaximalCliques splits the graph into subgraphs and processes
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each independently. Enumerating maximal, duplicate, and possibly non-maximal cliques, it
uses a post-processing step to remove duplicates and non-maximal cliques from the output.
This post processing step can be very expensive as the final output alone can be very large,
meaning the output prior to filtering can become unmanageable. Furthermore, in order to
reduce computation time of dense graphs they limit the processing time of a partition to
a threshold amount of time. If the processing time of a particular subgraph exceeds this
threshold, the entire subgraph is output. The algorithm is implemented for Sector/Sphere [14],
a framework similar to MapReduce.
3.3 Parallel Frameworks
Several parallel frameworks exist for large scale data processing. Three of these, Pregel [30],
Dryad [19], and MPI [38], will be briefly discussed in this section.
3.3.1 Pregel
Pregel [30] was designed to process large scale graphs, resulting in a more natural vertex
centric data flow model for graph algorithms. In Pregel, each node in the cluster represents a
vertex (or set of vertices) in a graph. A job consists of a series of supersteps. In superstep S
a user defined function is run locally for each vertex. The function for v may receive messages
from superstep S − 1, send messages to superstep S + 1, or modify the current state of the
vertex. A message may be sent to any vertex whose identifier is known; generally this is only
the neighborhood of a vertex. The job terminates when each vertex votes to halt execution in
a particular superstep. It is also worth noting that Pregel is designed for commodity clusters
where failures are expected to occur.
3.3.2 Dryad
Dryad [19] attempts to provide automatic massive parallelism without the restrictive nature
of other frameworks. A Dryad job is represented and defined by a directed acyclic graph,
where each vertex represents a sequential program and edges represent one-way communication
channels. A progammer using this framework need only write the various sequential algorithms
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and then define the job graph to define the dataflow of the job. The framework will then handle
translating this graph into a massive parallel program. The Dryad framework is also designed
to function on commodity clusters where failures are expected to occur.
3.3.3 MPI
The Message Passing Interface (MPI) [38] is a standard for parallel communication designed
to function on a wide variety of computer systems. Writing parallel programs which use MPI
is generally viewed as a challenging task, prone to errors. Furthermore, unlike MapReduce,
Pregel, or Dryad, MPI provides no built in fault tolerance, making it a less desirable choice
for running in a commodity cluster environment. On the other hand, MPI implementations do
not have functional restrictions such as those present in other parallel frameworks, making it
the most flexible of the frameworks discussed here, but also the hardest to use.
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CHAPTER 4. TECHNICAL APPROACH
4.1 Na¨ıve Parallel Algorithm
We first discuss a straightforward approach to parallel MCE. The algorithm takes as input
an undirected graph stored as an adjacency list. The adjacency list consists for each vertex
u ∈ V , the set of all vertices adjacent to u. If the input is a list of edges, then the adjacency
list can be constructed using a single round of MapReduce.
In the map phase, the map function is run on each line of the adjacency list. When
processing the entry for v, the map task will send 〈v, Γ(v)〉 to each neighbor of v. The reduce
task handling vertex v will receive Γ(u) from each neighbor u of v. As a result, the reduce task
is guaranteed the subgraph Gv.
The reduce task runs the algorithm due to Tomita et al. to enumerate all cliques containing
v in Gv. However, this will result in the same clique being enumerated multiple times. The
clique C of size k would be enumerated k times - once for each v ∈ C. To remove these
duplicates from the final output, a post-processing step is used, requiring another round of
MapReduce.
4.2 Na¨ıve Algorithm Deficiency
The na¨ıve parallel algorithm suffers greatly from three problems: (1) duplication of cliques
in the results (requiring a post-processing step), (2) redundant work in computing cliques, and
(3) load balancing.
Problem (1) is trivial to handle. When a clique C is found by the reduce task for v, C is
only enumerated if v has the smallest vertex id in the clique, otherwise C is simply discarded.
Since only one vertex satisfies this condition for each C, each clique will be output a single
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time, removing the need for expensive post-processing.
Although problem (1) can be solved so each clique is only output a single time. Each clique
C of size k is still found when processing each of the k vertices in C, however it is only output
at one of these vertices. Thus, the clique is found a redundant and unnecessary k − 1 extra
times.
Problem (3) arises because each vertex subproblem may vary in size. A vertex that is a part
of many cliques will have a larger subproblem and require more processing time than a vertex
that is a part of few cliques. Consequently, vertices a part of many cliques will be responsible
for a larger portion of the overall work, and as a result, many reduce tasks may finish quickly,
while a few are left running for a long period of time.
To understand the load balancing issue better, we implemented the na¨ıve algorithm (mod-
ified to address problem (1)) and ran it on several graphs, recording the completion time of
each reduce task. Figures 4.1 shows the completion time of each reduce task when the na¨ıve
parallel algorithm is run on two different graphs. In each case, a single or small number of
reduce tasks dominate the running time.
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Figure 4.1: Completion times of reduce tasks for the na¨ıve parallel algorithm, demonstrating
poor load balancing. There is one bar for each of 32 reduce tasks, showing the time taken for
the task.
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4.3 Algorithm Enhancement
Without addressing the three problems discussed in the previous Section, the na¨ıve al-
gorithm is unable to effectively take advantage of the parallelism provided by MapReduce.
While removing duplicate cliques from the output is trivial, eliminating work redundancy and
providing load balancing is not.
In MapReduce, there is no communication between reduce tasks, making dynamic solutions,
such as dynamic load balancing or work stealing, impractical. These solutions would need to
save the current state of each task to the file system and launch a new MapReduce job to
redistribute work. Thus, it is worth investigating other avenues to reduce work redundancy
and provide load balancing within the framework and algorithm.
In order to avoid work redundancy, we can assign a rank to each vertex in the graph.
Using the vertex rank in combination with modifying the sets passed to the TTT algorithm
(specifically by adding vertices with smaller rank to the Fini set), we can reduce the work
redundancy down to an acceptable level by ignoring search paths that involve the vertices
with smaller rank. To ensure the problem of duplicate results is still addressed, instead of
enumerating a clique at the vertex with the smallest id, we only enumerate a clique C at the
reduce task processing v ∈ C such that ∀u ∈ C, rank(v) < rank(u). In other words, to avoid
enumerating duplicate cliques, the vertex with the smallest rank in a clique is responsible for
enumeration. Since there only exists a single vertex in C satisfying this condition, it guarantees
the clique will be output only once.
Furthermore, different strategies for assigning ranks to the vertices may be able to provide
better load balancing by distributing the work across vertices. A vertex ordering defines how
these ranks are assigned to the vertices of a graph. Ordering 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 describe two such
orderings.
Figure 4.2 demonstrates the impact of the two ordering strategies on the reduce task com-
pletion times on the wiki-talk graph. The lexicographic ordering performs considerably worse
than the random ordering. This poor performance is a result of an unfortunate labeling scheme
of vertices in the input file such that a small vertex is a part of a large number of cliques, demon-
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of reduce task running times when using the lexicographic and random
ordering strategies on the wiki-talk graph.
strating that the different ordering schemes can improve load balance and motivating the search
for better ordering schemes.
Ordering 4.3.1. Lexicographic Ordering
This is defined as rank(v) = v
Ordering 4.3.2. Random Ordering
This is defined as rank(v) = (r, v), where r is a random number between 0 and 1, and v is the
vertex id. r is the most significant set of bits, with v only used in the event the r values of two
vertices are equivalent.
An ideal ordering would balance the load successfully on an arbitrary graph. Intuitively,
examining a vertex v ∈ V , the size of its subproblem is directly related to how many cliques
it is responsible for enumerating (the more cliques, the larger the subproblem), not how many
cliques it is a part of. Therefore, if a vertex is in a large number of cliques, we would like
it to come later in the ordering to reduce the number of these cliques it is responsible for
enumerating. Therefore, a vertex v with a smaller rank than u is responsible for enumerating
a larger portion of the cliques it is a part of. Overall, this increases the work done by smaller
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vertices and decreases the work done by larger vertices, resulting in a more even distribution
of work.
However, prior to running a clique enumeration algorithm it is not known how many cliques
each vertex is contained in. Thus, a mechanism for approximating this ordering is used. Instead
of ordering based on the number of cliques a vertex is a member of, the ordering uses the number
of triangles a vertex is a member of. The intuition behind this is that if a vertex is a part of a
large number of cliques, then it would be a part of a large number of triangles. Formally, the
ordering proposed is defined as follows.
Ordering 4.3.3. Triangle Ordering
This is defined as rank(v) = (t, v), where t is the number of triangles the vertex is a part of,
and v is the vertex id. t is the most significant set of bits, with v only used in the event the t
values of two vertices are equivalent.
The drawback to this approximation is that it will require a pre-processing step to count
triangles. Counting triangles is a short and easy task compared to enumerating cliques, however
since another MapReduce job is necessary, the overhead of this additional job needs to be taken
into account.
This leads to a simpler, but less accurate approximation of the ordering by using the degree
of a vertex. This information is contained in Gv and therefore known to each reduce task. This
removes the need for a pre-processing step. The ordering can be formally defined as follows.
Ordering 4.3.4. Degree Ordering
This is defined as rank(v) = (d, v), where d = |Γ(v)|, and v is the vertex id. d is the most
significant set of bits, with v only used in the event the d values of two vertices are equivalent.
In addition to removing work redundancy and providing load balancing, a well chosen vertex
ordering scheme may also reduce the total work required by the algorithm when compared to
na¨ıve ordering schemes. Eppstein et al. [11] investigated applying an ordering strategy to the
sequential MCE problem. The reason for applying such an ordering scheme in the sequential
problem is to limit the size of the subproblems rooted at each vertex in the graph and therefore
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reduce the overall work. Thus, a well chosen ordering may reduce the subproblem sizes and
consequently the total work in parallel MCE.
4.4 Parallel Enumeration of Cliques using Ordering
Parallel Enumeration of Cliques using Ordering (PECO) functions similar to the procedure
described in Section 4.1, however it applies the improvements discussed in Section 4.3 to reduce
redundant work and balance the load. This section will discuss the details of PECO.
The input to this algorithm is an undirected graph G stored as an adjacency list, such that
if edge (w, u) ∈ E then the entry for w contains u, and likewise the entry for u contains w.
Algorithm 2 describes the map function of PECO. The function takes as input a single line
of the adjacency list. From this it reads in a vertex v and Γ(v), and sends 〈v, Γ(v)〉 to each
neighbor of v.
Algorithm 2: PECO Map(key, value)
Input: key - line number of input file
value - an adjacency list entry of the form 〈v, Γ(v)〉
1 v ← first vertex in value
2 Γ(v)← remaining vertices in value
3 for u ∈ Γ(v) do
4 emit(u, 〈v, Γ(v)〉)
5 end
Algorithm 3 describes the reduce function of PECO. The reduce task for v receives as
input the adjacency list entry for each u ∈ Γ(v). This allows the reduce task to create Gv.
Depending on the ordering selected, the ordering information will then be generated from Gv.
The reduce task creates the three sets needed to run Tomita. K, the current (not necessarily
maximal) clique to extend, begins as {v}. Cand is then Γ(v) and Fini is empty. However, due
to the vertex ordering this reduce task is only responsible for enumerating cliques where v is
the smallest vertex according to the ordering. To avoid enumerating other cliques and reduce
work redundancy, lines 6-11 do the important step of removing any vertex from Cand that is
smaller than v and adding it to Fini. Recall, any clique that includes a vertex in Fini will
not be enumerated by Tomita. After creating these three sets, Tomita is called with these
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sets as input parameters. The cliques are emitted within the Tomita function as described in
Section 2.3.
Algorithm 3: PECO Reduce(v, list(value))
Input: v - enumerate cliques containing this vertex
list(value) - adjacency list entries for each u ∈ Γ(v)
1 Gv ← induced subgraph on vertex set v ∪ Γ(v)
2 rank← generated according to ordering selected
3 K ← {v}
4 Cand← Γ(v)
5 Fini← { }
6 for u ∈ Γ(v) do
7 if rank(u) < rank(v) then
8 Cand← Cand− {u}
9 Fini← Fini ∪ {u}
10 end
11 end
12 Tomita(Gv,K, Cand, Fini)
4.5 Correctness of PECO
To prove the correctness of PECO, the correctness of the map and reduce functions must
be shown.
Claim 4.5.1. The PECO map function (algorithm 2) correctly sends Gv to Rv, where Rv is
the reduce task processing vertex v.
Proof. The map function is called once for each line of the adjacency list. Consider the adjacency
entry for v. Line 4 sends to each u ∈ Γ(v) the adjacency list entry for v.
Now consider Rv. It will receive an adjacency list entry for each u ∈ Γ(v). From this, v is
able to determine Γ(v), as well as Γ(u) for each u ∈ Γ(v) to create Gv.
Claim 4.5.2. For a given v and Gv, the PECO reduce function (algorithm 3) correctly enu-
merates all cliques which (1) v is a part of in G and (2) v is the smallest vertex with respect
to the ordering.
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Proof. Assume Gv and a vertex ordering are correctly received as input by Claim 4.5.1. Let
ζ be the set of all maximal cliques in G. Examine C ∈ ζ and assume v is the smallest vertex
in C with respect to the ordering. Now consider Rv. The if statement in line 7 will never
evaluate to true for u ∈ C since v is the smallest vertex in C. Thus, every vertex in C will be
in the Cand set when the call to Tomita is made. As a result, v will enumerate C. Overall, v
will enumerate each C ∈ ζ where v is the smallest vertex.
Claim 4.5.3. The MapReduce algorithm PECO (1) Enumerates all maximal cliques in G. (2)
Does not output the same clique more than once. (3) Outputs no non-maximal cliques.
Proof. (1) Let ζ be the set of all maximal cliques in G and examine C ∈ ζ. By the correctness
of the PECO reduce function, each clique will be enumerated by the smallest vertex in C.
This shows that each C ∈ ζ will be enumerated at a vertex, and across all vertices the entire
set ζ will be enumerated.
(2) Now consider the reduce task processing a vertex y ∈ C − {x}, where x is the smallest
vertex in C. The if statement in line 7 of the reduce function will evaluate to be true at least
once, as rank(x) < rank(y). Thus, x will be removed from the Cand set and added to the Fini
set. When Tomita is executed, clique C will not be enumerated at y, since x ∈ Fini. Thus, no
duplicate cliques will be enumerated by the algorithm.
(3) The reduce task for v has Gv, the subgraph induced by {v} ∪ Γ(v). Every cliuqe
enumerated by Rv must contain v by line 3 of the PECO reduce function, and any clique in G
which contains v, is completely contained within Gv. Therefore, when Gv is passed to Tomita,
TTT guarantees only maximal cliques will be enumerated.
4.6 PECO and Other Parallel Frameworks
Now that the PECO algorithm has been explained in full. We will briefly discuss imple-
menting PECO on other parallel frameworks.
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4.6.1 Pregel
The PECO algorithm can be easily adapted to fit Pregel [30]. In the first superstep, each
vertex sends its neighborhood to each neighbor. In the second superstep, each vertex now has
the subgraph Gv and can locally calculate the maximal cliques it is a part of, enumerating
cliques in which it is the smallest vertex with respect to an ordering. Although this translation
to Pregel is possible, current open source implementation of the Pregel framework are in their
early stages, and are not ready for evaluation. Furthermore, PECO was designed for a com-
munication restricted framework, where Pregel allows for communication oriented algorithms.
This may allow further load balancing improvements to be made to the algorithm. For exam-
ple, each vertex may only process its subgraph for a period of time before pausing execution.
Vertices which have finished their work can then request additional work from neighbors in
order to avoid sitting idle.
4.6.2 Dryad
Translating PECO into the Dryad [19] framework may simply require writing the map
and reduce functions as individual programs and correctly defining the Dryad job graph.
The job graph would most likely be a very simple graph as there would only exist map and
reduce vertices in this graph. However, as this system is not as widely used as other parallel
frameworks, the authors did not investigate implementation details further.
4.6.3 MPI
PECO can be implemented as a relatively simple MPI [38] program. However, MPI allows
for more generic communication schemes then PECO uses. This allows for more complex
algorithms to be written, which can take advantage of dynamic load balancing techniques not
available in MapReduce, such as in [37]. On the other hand, the algorithm in [37] cannot be
translated into an efficient MapReduce algorithm. Furthermore, an MPI PECO implementation
would need to manually handle fault tolerance.
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CHAPTER 5. RESULTS
All reported experiments were run on the Hadoop [1, 41] cluster at the Cloud Computing
Testbed located at the University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign. The cluster consists of 62 HP
DL160 compute nodes each with dual quad core CPUs, 16GB of RAM, and 2TB disk space.
372 of the cluster cores are configured to run map tasks, while the remaining 124 cores are
configured to run reduce tasks.
Experiments are run on graphs from the Stanford large graph database [23], as well as
on Erdo¨s-Re´nyi random graphs. The test graphs used are given in Table 5.1 along with some
basic properties. The soc-sign-epinion[24], soc-epinion[35], loc-gowalla[7], and soc-slashdot0902
[26] graphs represent typical social networks, where vertices represent users and edges represent
friendships. cit-patents [15] is a citation graph for U.S. patents granted between 1975 and 1999.
In the wiki-talk graph [24] vertices represent users and edges represent edits to other users’ talk
pages. web-google [26] is web graph with pages represented by vertices and hyperlinks by edges.
The as-skitter graph [25] is an internet routing topology graph collected from a year of daily
traceroutes. For the purpose of clique enumeration, these graphs are all treated as undirected.
The wiki-talk-3 and as-skitter-3 graphs are the wiki-talk and as-skitter graphs, respectively,
with all vertices of degree less than or equal to 2 removed. Two random graphs are also used
in the experiments. UG100k.003 is a random graph with 100, 000 vertices and a probability of
0.003 of an edge being present, while UG1k.3 has 1, 000 vertices and a probability of 0.3.
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Graph # vertices # edges # cliques Max degree Ave degree
soc-sign-epinion 131, 580 711, 210 22, 067, 495 3, 558 10.8
loc-Gowalla 196, 591 950, 327 1, 005, 048 14, 730 9.6
soc-slashdot0902 82, 168 504, 231 642, 132 2, 552 12.3
soc-Epinions 75, 879 405, 746 1, 681, 235 3, 044 10.7
web-google 875, 713 4, 322, 051 939, 059 6, 332 9.9
cit-Patents 3, 774, 768 16, 518, 947 6, 061, 991 793 8.8
wiki-talk 2, 294, 385 4, 659, 565 83, 355, 058 100, 029 3.9
wiki-talk-3 626, 749 2, 894, 276 83, 355, 058 46, 257 9.2
as-skitter 1, 696, 415 11, 095, 298 35, 102, 548 35, 455 13.1
as-skitter-3 1, 478, 016 10, 877, 499 35, 102, 548 35, 455 14.7
UG100k.003 100, 000 14, 997, 901 4, 488, 632 380 300
UG1k.30 1, 000 149, 851 15, 112, 753 349 299.7
Table 5.1: Graph statistics.
5.1 Ordering Strategy Evaluation
5.1.1 Strategy comparison
In order to compare the different ordering strategies, each was run on the set of test graphs.
To limit the focus to the impact each strategy has, the running time of just the reduce tasks
is examined. This ignores the map and shuﬄe phases. The different strategies do not vary
in their map functions and limiting the focus to only the reduce task will remove the impact
of network traffic on the running times. Table 5.2 shows the completion time of the longest
running reduce task for each graph and ordering strategy.
It is clear from the table that the degree and triangle orderings are superior to the other
two strategies when only considering the running times of the reduce tasks. This is particularly
evident on the more challenging graphs such as soc-sign-epinions, wiki-talk-3, and as-skitter-3
where these orderings see a reduction in time of over 50% when compared to the random or
lexicographic orderings. However, the previous table (Table 5.2) ignored the triangle counting
pre-processing step, which needs to be considered to ensure this step is not too time consuming.
Table 5.3 shows the total running time (i.e. the time for map, shuﬄe, and reduce phases) for
each ordering strategy.
When the pre-processing step is considered, the triangle ordering no longer performs as
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Degree Triangle Random Lexicographic
soc-sign-epinions 800 784 1843 1615
loc-gowalla 36 29 45 130
soc-slashdot0902 16 16 23 32
soc-epinions 25 21 32 41
web-google 70 65 86 79
cit-patent 64 59 64 63
wiki-talk-3 823 610 2999 7113
as-skitter-3 2091 2326 14009 > 37052
UG100k.003 226 223 238 269
UG1k.3 103 101 98 107
Table 5.2: Completion time (seconds) of the longest reduce task for the combinations of graphs
and ordering strategies.
Degree Triangle Random Lexicographic
soc-sign-epinions 840 828 1875 1646
loc-gowalla 122 112 211 280
soc-slashdot0902 45 50 52 64
soc-epinions 55 53 62 70
web-google 126 168 144 140
cit-patent 113 150 111 109
wiki-talk-3 10667 20465 12229 16647
as-skitter-3 8140 17659 20588 > 37052
UG100k.003 353 503 376 421
UG1k.3 135 129 135 136
Table 5.3: Total running times (seconds) for all the combinations of graphs and ordering
strategies.
well as the degree ordering. This is most evident in the wiki-talk-3 and as-skitter-3 completion
times, where the map and shuﬄe phase contribute to a large portion of the total time. Since
the triangle ordering requires two MapReduce jobs, this portion of the overall doubles. As a
result, the degree ordering sees the lowest total running times.
5.1.2 Load balancing versus enumeration time reduction
The degree ordering strategy sees a significant decrease in running time when compared to
the other strategies. However, it is not clear if this reduction in running time is due to superior
load balancing, or an improvement in the enumeration time, or a combination of both.
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Figure 5.1 motivates this inquiry further. The figure shows the reduce task completion
times for the degree ordering and lexicographic ordering on the soc-sign-epinion and loc-gowalla
graphs. The degree ordering has a smaller overall running time; however it is difficult to tell
what impact load balancing or reduced enumeration time have on this.
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Figure 5.1: A comparison of reduce task completion times between the lexicographic ordering
and degree ordering on the soc-sign-epinion and loc-gowalla graphs.
To evaluate which of these two factors is contributing to the reduction, the following mea-
sures are proposed to evaluate each. The sum of the individual reduce task running times will
be used to determine if a reduction in enumeration time has occurred. More formally, let
T (order) =
#Tasks∑
i=1
ti (5.1)
where ti is the ”work” of reducer i and T is the total work of all reducers. When comparing
two ordering strategies, if there is no change in enumeration time between the two strategies,
then T (order1) = T (order2).
Measuring load balancing is more challenging. The first step is to normalize the reduce task
running times to determine the proportion of the overall work each task is responsible for. For
reduce task i, let Pi(order) represent the proportion of overall work i is responsible for when
applying ordering order. Then,
Pi(order) =
ti
T (order)
(5.2)
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P (order) = {Pi(order)} 0 ≤ i < # tasks (5.3)
Then, the load balance of an ordering can be measured by the standard deviation of P (order).
Let, L(order) be the load balance of an ordering, defined by equation 5.4.
L(order) = stdev(P (order)) (5.4)
Thus, two orderings may have different running times, but have the same load balance. Fig-
ure 5.2a illustrate two such orderings and figure 5.2b depicts two orderings where there is no
difference in enumeration time but the load balance has changed.
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Figure 5.2: (a) shows a comparison of two ordering strategies with equal load balance. (b)
shows a comparison of two ordering strategies with equal enumeration time.
Table 5.3 shows T and L for the degree and lexicographic orderings on the soc-sign-epinions
graph. Comparing T (deg) and T (lex), it is evident that there is a reduction in enumeration
time from lexicographic to degree. Similarly, the degree ordering has a smaller L value than
lexicographic, indicating a better load balance. However, from these tables alone it is not
possible to determine if these differences are significant.
In order to determine if the differences are statistically significant, the following test was
applied. The two strategies were each run five times on the soc-sign-epinions graph, collecting
T and L from each trial. µT (deg), σT (deg), µL(deg), σL(deg), µT (lex), σT (lex), µL(lex), and σL(lex),
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Task ti(deg) Pi(deg)
0 646 0.18
1 602 0.17
2 454 0.13
3 442 0.12
4 396 0.11
5 382 0.11
6 348 0.10
7 330 0.09
T, L 3600 0.03
(a) Degree Ordering
Task ti(lex) Pi(lex)
0 1210 0.20
1 1081 0.17
2 1010 0.16
3 940 0.15
4 730 0.12
5 643 0.10
6 387 0.16
7 180 0.03
T, L 6181 0.05
(b) Lexicographic Ordering
Figure 5.3: Load balancing and time reduction statistics for the soc-sign-epinions graph.
were calculated, were µX is the mean of the corresponding measure and σX is the standard
deviation. Equation 5.5 gives the null hypotheses.
H0 : µT (deg) = µT (lex)
H0 : µL(deg) = µL(lex)
(5.5)
Equation 5.6 gives the alternative hypotheses.
Ha : µT (deg) < µT (lex)
Ha : µL(deg) < µL(lex)
(5.6)
The test statistic is given by Equation 5.7.
Z =
¯xdeg − ¯xlex√
s2deg
ndeg
+
s2lex
nlex
(5.7)
Values of Z < −2 represent strong evidence to reject the null hypothesis in favor of the alter-
native. This test was repeated for each available test graph (excluding wiki-talk, as-skitter)
with the result summarized in Table 5.4.
Overall, on real graphs the degree ordering improves both load balance and enumeration
time when compared to the lexicographic ordering. On cit-patents and UG100k.003, the evi-
dence does not support an improvement of these factors, and on UG1k.3 an improvement in
enumeration time is seen, but not in load balancing.
As previously mentioned, Eppstein et al. [11] applied an ordering strategy in a sequential
enumeration algorithm. Eppstein et al. parameterize the MCE problem with respect to graph
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Graph ZT ZL
soc-sign-epinion −8.38 −14.9
loc-gowalla −7.12 −24.21
soc-slashdot0902 −5.58 −20.84
web-google −7.33 −4.24
soc-epinions −5.00 −8.81
cit-patents 2.75 2.43
UG1k.3 −11.12 12.48
UG100k.003 2.64 4.26
Table 5.4: Hypothesis test comparing the degree ordering and lexicographic ordering.
degeneracy. They show that by processing vertices in the degeneracy ordering, their algorithm
can achieve faster running times than Tomita et al. [39] or perform only a constant factor worse.
The degeneracy ordering of a graph is dependent on the degrees of the vertices. We believe that
the degree ordering used in PECO is approximating the degeneracy ordering. Approximation of
degeneracy orderings has not been previously studied because generating the order sequentially
can be done trivially in O(nm) time. However, in the MapReduce framework it is not clear
how to efficiently produce this ordering. Even if we could, it would result in additional rounds
of Mapreduce, and may not help overall.
5.2 PECO Scalability
An important measure for any parallel algorithm is to determine how well is scales to larger
numbers of processors. PECO is run on several graphs using 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, and 64 reduce
tasks. Figure 5.4a and 5.4c show the speedup of just the reduce tasks on the soc-sign-epinions
and web-google graphs, respectively. Both graphs show good speedup, with the web-google
graph achieving a speedup up of 42 on 64 reduce tasks. Figure 5.4b and 5.4d show the speedup
for the two graphs when considering the entire job time. The soc-sign-epinions graph sees little
change from the reduce task only graph, as communication costs contribute little to the overall
running time. However, the web-google graph sees a larger impact, as the communication cost
makes up a larger portion of the total run time.
The soc-sign-epinions and web-google graphs are relatively small when compared to the
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Figure 5.4: PECO scalability for the degree and triangle ordering strategies.
as-skitter graph. In order to better examine the scalability of both the communication and
enumeration aspects of the algorithm, the speedup of the degree ordering is examined on the
as-skitter-3 graph. Figure 5.5a shows the speedup of just the reduce tasks. A speedup of
22 with 64 reduce tasks is achieved. When the running time of the entire job is considered
(Figure 5.5b), the speedup increases slightly to 24, demonstrating that the communication
aspect of the algorithm scales well on large graphs. Figure 5.5c compares the completion times
of the reduce phase to those of the overall running time.
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Figure 5.5: PECO large graph scalability
5.3 Summary and Comparison to Other Algorithms
Table 5.5 gives a summary of the degree ordering running times on the test graphs. The
final column gives available results of the dMaximalClique algorithm. This column is the sum
of the enumeration and filtering times as listed in Table III of [27].
It is difficult to make detailed comparisons to the dMaximalCliques algorithm due to differ-
ences is hardware and lack of implementation details on dMaximalCliques. However, directly
comparing the Total columns for each algorithm provides evidence that PECO could be sub-
stantially faster than dMaximalCliques, particularly on the larger graphs. Furthermore, [27]
does not discuss communication times of dMaximalCliques; thus, the difference in running
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Graph # reduce tasks Comm. time Enum. time Total dMC Total
soc-sign-epinion 8 40 sec 13.3 min 14 min NA
loc-gowalla 8 1.4 min 36 sec 2 min NA
soc-slashdot0902 8 29 sec 16 sec 45 sec NA
soc-epinion 8 30 sec 25 sec 55 sec 3.2 min
web-google 8 56 sec 1.2 min 2.1 min 56 sec
cit-patents 8 49 sec 1.1 min 1.9 min 6.42 min
wiki-talk-3 32 164 min 14 min 178 min 235 min
as-skitter-3 32 101 min 35 min 136 min 194 min
UG1k.3 8 32 sec 1.7 min 2.25 min NA
UG100k.003 16 2.1 min 3.8 min 5.9 min NA
Table 5.5: Summary of results for degree ordering on available test graphs. For reference the
total time for dMaximalCliques is entered as dMC Total, as reported in [27]. This total does
not include communication times.
times becomes even larger if only the enumeration time of PECO is considered.
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSION
MCE is a important problem in graph theory with many practical applications. As a result,
sequential enumeration algorithms have been heavily studied. However, as graph sizes have
continued to increase, reaching millions of vertices and edges, a need for parallel algorithms
has arose.
This work presented a novel parallel algorithm, PECO, for enumerating maximal cliques in
large graphs. Inducing a strict ordering over the vertices and using this in conjunction with
a sequential MCE algorithm, PECO reduces redundant work and only enumerates a clique
contained in a subgraph if the clique satisfies a certain condition with respect to the ordering,
ensuring that each maximal clique is output exactly once. The vertex ordering also greatly
improves load balancing when compared with straightforward approaches to parallelization.
Previous works require post-processing steps to remove duplicate and non-maximal cliques,
and do not address the issue of load balancing. Furthermore, a well chosen vertex ordering
can reduce the size of the subproblems and therefore reduce overall enumeration time when
compared to na¨ıve ordering schemes.
Experiments performed on large real world graphs demonstrate that PECO can enumerate
cliques in graphs with millions of edges and scales well to at least 64 processors. A comparison of
ordering strategies showed that an ordering based on vertex degree performs the best, reducing
both enumeration time and improving load balancing.
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